SYDNEY BLINDS & SCREENS

WHY CHOOSE SYDNEY BLINDS?
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■■

Practical solution for managing light, heat, cold
and privacy

■■

Fabrics available for all companion products

■■

Easy to clean: most fabrics are soil- and stainresistant, and can simply be wiped clean

■■

Options available for wet areas like bathrooms
and kitchens

■■

Flame retardant, blockout, dim-out and glare
reduction fabrics available

SUNSCREEN

TRANSLUCENT

BLOCKOUT
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ROLLER BLINDS

Roller blinds give your home a clean, modern
appearance. At the same time, they’re one of the most
practical solutions for managing light, heat, cold and
privacy. They are especially useful if you don’t have
much space. Unlike curtains, they take up almost no
room (either up or down), so they’re perfect for your
busy kitchen or bathroom.

Control heat and light without
losing your view, and increase
night-time privacy by layering
with blockout fabrics.

Use translucent fabrics to
filter out the sunlight whilst
maintaining day and night
time privacy. Translucent
fabrics do not allow a view
through but bring textures
and patters to light.

When privacy is your goal,
blockout fabrics are the
answer. Night or day, they’ll
keep prying eyes out, and
they’ll also help you insulate
your room.

©Bricos (Hunter Douglas Ltd) 2016
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MOTORISED BLINDS
DOUBLE ROLLER BLINDS
Get the best of both worlds, by combining a blockout blind on
the outside with a sheer or translucent blind on the inside. You
can pull the blockout blind down whenever you need maximum
privacy and UV protection, and leave it up when you don’t. The
sheer/translucent blind gives you soft, diffused light during the
day, and privacy at night, without impeding the cool summer
breeze.

Motorised blinds add a level of ease and convenience with the touch of a single button. Your entire house can be
synced to a single remote control to open and close your interior blinds. There are other benefits that come with
having automatic blinds beyond just the comfort.

Convenience : With the simple touch of a button, you can move your blind to a position you like. You can also add
sensors and timers so your products work for you even when you’re not at home.
Energy efficiency : Reduce your energy usage by controlling the amount of heat and light entering your home.
Longer lifespan: Manually operated blinds often end up being damaged by excessive force and improper use.
Somfy’s smooth and controlled operation ensures both maximum functionality and a longer product lifespan.
Safety : With Somfy automated blinds , the cords and chains are completely removed, providing a safer
environment for your kids.
Quiet and discreet: At office or at home, silence is a key factor for well being. Sonesse® range from Somfy offers an
added value of acoustic performance to quality and compatibility.
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VERTICAL BLINDS

A PERFECT
MATCH EVERYTIME*

For the perfect blend of privacy, light control and style, take a
look at our range of vertical blinds. The crisp, sleek simplicity
and modern lines of Vertical blinds from Sydney Blinds &
Screens will complement any decorating style. Choose from
our extensive range of durable, low maintenance fabrics in
exciting new-season colours, textures and patterns.
Made to measure, Vertical blinds are a great choice for
controlling the direction and amount of light coming into your
home.

* Colour matching now made easy with our Elegance Dulux Collection- 1OO%
Blockout Window Coverings featuring Dulux Paint technology . Identically colour
matched to Dulux paint colours, your walls can now enjoy a seamless picture
perfect harmony everytime. A Perfect Match. Guaranteed!

■■

Economical solution for large windows, particularly
sliding doors

■■

Compliments other blind types

■■

Can be made to fit sloping windows

■■

Range of blade widths available – 89mm, 100mm &
127mm

■■

Match your drapes with a coordinated pelmet, with or
without fabric insert

®Dulux is a registered trademark of DuluxGroup Ltd.

Bottom weight options

CHAINLESS BOTTOM WEIGHTS
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SEWN IN ALL SIDES BOTTOM
WEIGHTS (OPTIONAL EXTRA)

CHAINED BOTTOM WEIGHTS

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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ROMAN BLINDS

PANEL BLINDS

©Uniline Australia 2016

Designed as a modern alternative to vertical blinds, the panel glide blind
is an innovative shading solution for larger windows and patio doors.
Choose your preferred panel size - from 300mm right up to 1,000mm,
and they can be free-floating or connected, and can stack left or right
when opening (or both).
■■

Can be used as a room divider

■■

One-way draw or centre-open

■■

3, 4 and 5 channel track options, and up to 9 individual panels

■■

Velcro allows for ease of fabric attachment & detachment

■■

Change fabric easily if your room decor changes

©Four Families (Basford Brands) 2016

The casual simplicity of our Roman blinds allows them to fit into any
setting, making them one of our most popular products. More detailed
than a roller blind, they gather softly as the blind is opened. Available
in light-filtering or blockout fabrics with different batten applications,
these shades can capture and complement any intended style.
■■

Ideal solution for a genuinely cosy, layered look

■■

Light and easy to operate

■■

Customise with chain control for larger blinds

©Four Families (Basford Brands) 2016
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LUMEN BLINDS

Be in control

Cleverly designed to operate much like a roller blind,
Lumens are simple to use, and because their fabric
combines translucent and opaque horizontal strips,
layered at the window, you gain better control over the
balance of light and privacy.
Each blind comes with a control cord that moves
individual translucent and opaque strips past each other.
The more translucent strips you leave exposed, the more
filtered light you let in. It’s a revolutionary design that

FULLY CLOSED
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FULLY OPEN

makes Lumen blinds perfect for letting in the light you
want without compromising on privacy.
■■

Contemporary design provides a striking look

■■

Stunning alternative to the classic venetian or roller
blind

■■

Combines opaque and translucent fabrics

■■

Available in a beautiful range of fashion shades

HALF OPEN
www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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CELLULAR BLINDS

PORTRAIT BLINDS

ALLURE BLINDS

With rich materials, and an even richer
history, our Portrait range is suitable for any
type of room or window shape. You can
select a sheer fabric and a room-darkening
fabric, for the ultimate in looks and flexibility.
Available in almost any size and specialty
shape, while it’s perfect for ordinary
windows, it’s equally at home in arches and
irregular windows.

Allure honeycomb shades allow you to
design the light flow specific to the location,
by choosing either a semi opaque or roomdarkening fabric. Both are durable and water
repellent, and both provide insulation,
privacy and sound absorption benefits to the
window.

■■

Day & night shade

■■

Specialty shapes

■■

Skylights and sloped windows

■■

Cordless and cordless top-down
bottom-up options available

GALAXY BLINDS
Galaxy blinds are comprised of a distinctive
honeycomb design that capture pockets of
air. These pockets of air reduce noise and also
provide insulation, helping you keep your
home warm in winter and cool in summer,
reducing your energy bills.
■■

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

WINTER

SUMMER

■■

Available in single and double cells
Top-down and bottom-up options
available
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VENETIAN BLINDS
ALUMINIUM VENETIAN
Aluminium Venetian blinds are still one of our most popular window
furnishing styles and with good reason. They offer great flexibility and
functionality, and make it easy for you to filter incoming light,.
Durable, efficient and economical, aluminium venetian blinds are also
decorative. You can choose from a wide range of colours, to suit any
application. And because you can simply wipe the aluminium slats clean,
they’re ideal for your kitchen and bathroom.

TIMBER VENETIAN
Add warmth and more luxurious feel to your home with our Nyata Timber
Venetian Blinds, a classic style made from real timber, to suit a variety of
home environments. Choose from a gorgeous selection of rich wood tones
and painted finishes -from Sirius White to Chesnut and Mocha, all designed
to help you create a wonderfully warm and welcoming scheme.
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TIMBERSTYLE VENETIAN
Timberstyle Venetian give you the beautiful organic appearance of timber,
as well as the low-maintenance convenience of man-made materials.
Manufactured using polystyrene, these elegant blinds are water-resistant,
durable and easy to clean, making them an ideal solution for kitchens and
bathrooms and an excellent value for money.

MOCKWOOD VENETIAN
A classic and beautiful adornment for any window, our Mockwood blinds
complement most decors and are a practical and economical alternative to
actual timber. They boast a hard-wearing, water-resistant style, that’s perfect
for kitchens and bathrooms. You can choose from a range of colours and
finishes, from on-trend painted slats in gorgeous white and mineral tones, to
natural wooden tones like the Cedar Grove.

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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PLANTATION SHUTTERS
Our shutters are designed and manufactured to be
durable and sustainable, wherever you use them.
Choose from a range of materials, in painted and
stained finishes that will complement your colour
palette and décor. Indeed, if you use a paint from a
major supplier like Dulux, we can even match your
shutters to it.
Our shutter blades are constructed with handselected quarter-sawn timbers, reinforced
engineered stiles, prescription wood conditioning,
mortise and tenon joinery, and multi-step hand
finishing. All of these features combine to improve
the long-term performance and appearance of our
shutters.
Along with plantation-grown timbers, such as
Chinese Oak and White Teak, we also offer other
shutter materials, including Medium Density
Fibreboard (MDF) and ABS Plastic.
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■■

Choose your open-close mechanism: either the
traditional plantation-style tilt rods (with either
centre or offset tilt rods) or the newer ‘easy tilt’
concealed mechanism.

■■

Standard shutter blades are available in flat
and elliptical profiles, and in widths of 47mm,
63mm, 89mm and 114mm.

■■

Custom-made for any window shape and size.

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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SUN SAVER

SUN STYLE

Our most economical range, Sun Saver shutters
are crafted from re-engineered timber harvested
from managed plantations. They’re treated with a
durable polypropylene coating, which provides an
extremely robust surface that’s stain- and scuffresistant in a variety of environments.

Hand-crafted from Chinese Oak, a plantation-grown
timber, Sun Style shutters are an economical and
environmentally friendly solution for any window type.

What’s more, UV inhibitors in the coating protect
your shutters and home décor from UV rays, and
prevent colour fading and extreme damage from
the sun.
■■

Economical and durable option for frequently
used areas

■■

UV inhibitor – Protects your shutter and home
décor from UV rays

■■

Choose from Sun Saver’s popular colour
ranges that coordinate beautifully with most
contemporary paint finishes

■■

Hinged, sliding and bi folding options available

SUN SMART
Formulated specifically for strength, the resilience
of Sun Smart shutters comes from incorporating
the same advanced polymer material often used
wherever light-weight and strength are required.

SUN SMART PLUS
Sun Smart Plus Shutters are waterproof and
suitable for internal wet areas, such as bathrooms,
kitchens and laundries.
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■■

Ideal for bedrooms or lounges

■■

Environmentally friendly - can be re-harvested

■■

Wide range of painted and stained finishes

■■

Specialty shapes available

■■

Natural wood and painted finishes

SUN SELECT
Our Sun Select range is crafted from top-of-the-line
White Teak hardwood, the finest quality timber, which
is not only dimensionally stable, stronger and finely
grained, but also eco-friendly.
As with all our styles, Sun Select shutters can be
tailored to your needs. You can choose the finish
(natural wood or painted), the louvre width, and the
hinge colour that best suit your application.
■■

The perfect way to enhance a feature window

■■

Invisible Tilt : Offers streamlined appearance,
tighter closure, easy cleaning and a wider view

■■

Enjoy wider, unobstructed views - wide panel
capability means fewer panels

■■

Specialty shapes available, including circles,
arches, angles and French doors

■■

FSC® certified - indicates that the product is
certified and comes from a well-managed forest

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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AWNINGS

©Somfy 2016

FOLDING ARM AWNINGS

MOTORISED AWNINGS

The Folding Arm Awning is the perfect sun protection retractable system for large areas
such as decks and outdoor entertaining areas because it offers great sun protection over
large areas.

No more ugly, hard-to-operate handles, especially in 35°! Electric awnings can be operated easily with a
remote control, tablet or smartphone.

These awnings are available as Standard or Semi Cassette which conceals the mechanism
inside the headbox when retracted. Standard operation is by crank (gear operation) or the
awning can be motorised and linked with optional sun and wind sensors.
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©Somfy 2016

Our range of motorised awnings is the perfect addition to any home. With the single press of a button,
you can add comfort and convenience to your outdoor entertaining.
For more comfort, consider adding sensors . The sun sensor lowers the awning automatically to
keep your living room cool. And, for more peace of mind when you’re away, the wind sensor will
automatically retract your awning when the wind picks up to protect your system.

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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Alpha side retention system

©Hunter Douglas Australia 2016

WIRE GUIDE: Also known as stainless steel wire guide awnings, the
wire guide lets the awnings move up and down easily and with a very
close fit. These are very popular due to their ease of use, versatility
and sleek modern appearance. Cables are 316 marine grade, making
them ideal for coastal locations. These blinds are usually crank
operated but they can be motorised for extra convenience.

STRAIGHT DROP AWNINGS
Straight Drop awnings drop down at a right angle to the ground, providing
shade for outdoor areas including windows, decks and patios. These awnings
are very versatile and come in a range of different fabrics including canvas
and acrylic. We supply straight drop blinds in a number of styles:

CHANNEL GUIDE MULTI STOP: Their spring tension system

makes these blinds easy to operate by hand and with no gaps or
messy cords you can achieve a wonderfully clean look. The bottom
bar is spring loaded and locks into position at any point when it is
turned and released.

CORD AND REEL: Available in all fabric types, these awnings are very
popular, especially for verandahs and pergolas.

GEARBOX OPERATED: A good value for money option, gearbox
operated blinds work with a crank handle that is hooked into the gearbox
to wind the awning up and down. Because they have no cords they enjoy a
clean finish while still being as easy to operate as a roller blind.

VERTISCREEN: Vertiscreen blinds are specifically designed for
Australian conditions .While they were originally intended to be used
outdoors, Vertiscreen awnings can just as easily be fitted inside and
can also be motorised for added convenience.

©Hunter Douglas Australia 2016
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Closeup of Wire Guide Awning

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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CONVERTIBLE AWNINGS
This is the most popular type of Awning due to its
versatility. Convertible awnings are suitable for both
ground floor and upper level applications and can
be operated externally with rope, tape or a winch or
internally with tape or a winch.
Optional hoods are available in 16 colours, to protect
the fabric on the roller when retracted. Florentine
Awnings are based on the convertible awning and
have guide rails connected flush to the wall. Ideal for
doorways and balconies, the pivot arms are designed
to allow more clearance under the awning.

AUTOMATIC AWNINGS
Automatic awnings are hand operated with self-locking
arms that slide along vertical rails. Great for
all exterior uses, especially covering windows and
doors, these awnings can include a headbox to
protect the roller mechanism and the fabric from
harsh weather. Automatic awnings come in a number
of different fabrics including sunscreen, canvas and
acrylic.

LEAVE AT ANY HEIGHT

ZIPTRAK® TRACK
GUIDED AWNINGS
No cords, no zippers, no buckles, no fuss - Ziptrak®
is the ideal solution for the quick, neat and easy
operation of vertical screening. With a discreet track
profile and colour options to match or compliment
your existing space, Ziptrak® blinds offer superior
functionality without compromising your style.
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■■

No zips, cords, ropes or wires

■■

Robust design

■■

Leave it at any height

■■

Locks at bottom

■■

Reduce your energy bills

Ziptrak® blinds can be left at any
position along the track. Simply let
the blind go, and it will stay at your
desired height.
©Uniline Australia 2016

LIGHTWEIGHT, SIMPLE
OPERATION

PIVOT ARM AWNINGS

Astonishingly, most of the weight
of the blind material disappears
due to our patented springbalanced system.

LOCKS INTO PLACE
Ziptrak® blinds have locking
mechanisms which allows the
blinds to be locked when fully
down, providing a secure hold,
even in windy conditions

©Hunter Douglas Australia 2016

System 2000 Pivot Arm Awnings are ideal for shading a
huge variety of windows. Pivot Arm Awnings will shade
the window yet allow the air to flow around it, making
them ideal for those hard to reach windows. They can
be operated internally or externally via cord lock, winch
or motor.
Among our most popular pivot arm awnings are the
Robusta Pivot Arm Awnings. These are designed for
high wind areas or larger windows and can be operated
using a motor or a crank, both internally and externally.

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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SAFETY DOORS
VISTA SAFETY DOOR

DIAMOND GRILLE DOOR

The Vista Door offers affordability and quality at its best. Manufactured
using 0.7mm stainless steel mesh, with a pop riveted fixing system, it
provides peace of mind and keeps the bugs out, while still letting the cool
summer breeze in.

Finding the right balance between appearance and performance is not always easy. At Sydney Blinds and Screens, we offer a wide
range of designs and proven quality ensures security requirements for any home can be met.

With a huge range of colours to choose from and assorted applications,
choosing a safety door couldn’t be easier. Plus, you can get matching
safety grilles for your windows, so you have a consistent finish around
your entire home.
■■

0.7mm 304 Stainless steel mesh

■■

Strong aluminium frame available in more than 20 standard power
coat colours

■■

Single lock

■■
■■

All products are custom made to enhance the design of your home. Our Diamond Security Grilles are manufactured using special
tempered Aluminium framing and meet the requirements of the Australian Security Door Standard AS5039 for greater strength and
increased peace of mind.
Choose from a small diamond design, our 7mm diamond design or a decorative pattern design, all offering the same level of security.
Virtually maintenance free, both grilles and frames come in a range of styles and modern colours or can be powder-coated to suit any
décor.

Quality Austral locks and handles
Hinged, sliding doors and grilles available

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:
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■■

Triple lock

■■

Doggy door - available in small, medium & large

■■

Bug Seal and door closer

304 STAINLESS STEEL
SEE THROUGH MESH

A117 SMALL DIAMOND

STANDARD 7MM DIAMOND

A227 DECORATIVE DIAMOND

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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VIEW- INSIDE OUT

Mesh options include: Pet Mesh, DVA mesh and Stainless Steel.

VIEW- OUTSIDE IN

For a more traditional look, choose from one of many patterned barrier
doors. Ideal for complementing certain styles found in traditional homes, or
to add an additional level of safety to your home, our colonial doors can be
powder-coated to match any exterior. You can also add side lites to create a
uniform look.

SECURITY DOORS

COLONIAL CASTING DOORS

DOGGY DOORS

ALSAFE SECURITY MESH (ASM) DOOR

Our doggy doors fit seamlessly into any of our custom made screen
doors and come in three different sizes so your four legged family
member can come and go with perfect ease.

Alsafe Security Mesh (ASM) door combines
sophisticated technology, disciplined
manufacturing and unmatchable quality with
an attractive design, giving you the ultimate
security, style and peace of mind.

■■

Lockable both sides

■■

Available in 3 different sizes ( Small, medium, large) and 6 colours
( Black, White, Primrose, Stone-beige , bronze and brown)

■■

Magnetic strips at the bottom for it to swing smoothly

■■

Clear plastic – easy to see through

■■

Can be installed at any position in the door

Constructed with a heavyweight extruded
aluminium frame, high-strength marine grade
316 stainless steel, and our unique 3-way
locking system, it ensures maximum protection
of your property and family.

FEATURES:
■■
■■

TRIPLE LOCK FOR
ADDED SECURITY

And naturally, because security is our chief
concern, the ASM door has been rigorously
tested to ensure it meets all relevant Australian
and Industry Standards (AS5039), and it has
passed the following tests:
33 Dynamic Impact Test
33 Lock and Hinge Lever Test
33 Knife Shear Test
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TRIPLE
LOCKING
SYSTEM

MESH

0.8mm marine grade 316 stainless
steel mesh

■■

 esh count of 11 x 11 strands per inch
M
(25mm)

■■

 eavyweight extruded aluminium
H
frame

■■

Heavy duty corner stakes

■■

Wedge type fixing system

■■

Quality Austral locks and handles

■■

316 MARINE GRADE
SEE THROUGH

Triple locking mechanism

Available in our full range of 20
standard powder coat colours

■■

Hinged and sliding doors and grilles

■■

Bug seal and door closer are available
as optional extras

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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INVISIGARD

ALSAFE STEEL DOOR

INVISI-GARD Security Screens offer an unparalleled combination of security and
clarity of vision. Constructed from aluminium and marine grade 316 stainless steel,
they also use a unique, patented INVISI-GARD Pressure Retention and Isolation
Method, which ensures the door’s mesh will defy even the most determined attack,
whether it’s from an intruder or corrosion!
INVISI-GARD Stainless Steel Security products don’t require screws or any other
form of mechanical fixing to secure the mesh into the perimeter frame. As a result,
the potential for corrosion through dissimilar metal contact is minimised.
■■

10x the strength of the Australian Standard in terms of absorbed energy

■■

Heavy duty extruded aluminium perimeter frame for extra strength

■■

The 316 marine grade stainless steel mesh can withstand harsh environments
such as coastal or industrial areas

■■

Clean look with no unsightly screws or other fixings

■■

Hinged doors fitted with three-point locks and hinges for added security

■■

Fully welded steel construction

■■

Door fitted within steel frame

■■

Quality Italian Brass/ Stain Chrome handles

■■

Fully welded heavy duty hinges

■■

Anti- jemmy cover plate

■■

Frame 25 x 25 x 2.5mm R.H.S steel

■■

12x 12mm Solid steel bars for maximum security

■■

Hot dipped galvanised

■■

Fully powder coated to your choice of colour

■■

Variety of designs available to suit any decor

TESTED AND APPROVED
Tested and approved in accordance with Australian Standards, INVISI-GARD delivers
confidence in security. INVISI-GARD Stainless Steel Screens have a wide range of
products suitable for the following residential and commercial applications:
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33 Hinged Doors

33 Emergency Escape Systems

33 Patio Enclosures

33 Pool Fencing

33 Sliding Doors & windows

33 Security Screens

www.sydneyblinds.com.au
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We’d like to say a big thank to all our
suppliers for their ongoing support
and contributing to our success
Sunlight Products

Mermet

Specialty Coatings

Pinz

Wilson Fabrics

Four Families

Ricky Richards

Bricos

Goodearl And Bailey

Uniline

Somfy

Shaw

Dalekit

Blindware

Hunter Douglas

Alspec

Aluxor
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BEST PRICES EVER SEEN, AT SYDNEY BLINDS & SCREENS
26 Stoddart Road, Prospect NSW 2148 P: (02) 9636 1555 F: (02) 9631 5961
(Monday - Friday)

WWW.SYDNEYBLINDS.COM.AU

